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Celebrating
Traditions of Peace
Our primary and elementary Peace Celebrations were occasions of warmth and joy,

Invisible Curriculum,

where we shared songs and performances of the season and of world peace. Mon-
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tessori is often referred to as “Education for Peace,” as we teach our students com-

Very Special

munication skills and create classroom cultures of responsibility, tolerance, and har-

If we are to
teach real
peace in this
world... we
shall have to
begin with
the children.
-Mahatma
Gandhi
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mony. We learn about the traditions that the peoples of the world have to share and
that we all have the same needs and rights. Our families shared their traditions of
light, which usually occur this time of year: Advent, Diwali, Eid al-Fitr, Hanukkah,
Kwanzaa, Ayyam-i-Há, and Rohatsu. (Continued on page 9)
Holly Donnelly-Heg, Anika Kaufman, and Asher Joseph of Birch Cottage
sing along to “Let There be Peace on Earth.”
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Montessori’s Invisible Curriculum
By Mary Lawyer O’Connor, Head of School

Montessori teaching includes what some refer
to as our “Invisible Curriculum,”

otherwise

known as Grace and
Courtesy. You won’t
see materials for this
curriculum

on

the

shelves, but it is at the core of all we do. Grace and
courtesy are a more fluid constituent of what we
teach, following the development of each classroom
and enabling each community to develop its own
means of allowing peace to flourish. Teachers model or role-play “how to ask for help” or “how to
clean up a spill.” Lessons can include “how to be a
friend” and “what kind words to use” and how to
address any other situation that calls for grace and
courtesy. These behaviors are modeled by the older
students, who have been part of the community for
a year or two. The foundations of grace and courtesy are respect, caring, and responsibility, and the
teachers name, model, and define these concepts for
the children. Lessons in grace and courtesy invite
the children to be part of the collaborative classroom culture, infused with the values of tolerance,
respect, and harmony.
Learning teamwork, from above, Auggie
Niederhoff
and
Isabelle
Benjamin
(Evergreen) use mapping and compass skills
at the Land Lab; Christian Cain and Ayden
Whitted (Willow) collaborate on a science
assignment; and Layton Tillie assists Asher
Joseph with moving a table (Birch).
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Our very
special
SPECIALS

There are so many specialty subject areas at MSS
that we can’t fit them all here! Clockwise from
above left, Alina Plourde practices beat and
rhythm with some of her youngest music students,
left to right, Mya VanWormer, Wadaana Ahmed,
Brandon Burch, Isaac ElBayadi, Max Neville, Mia
Enders, Sean Warnock, and Grace Chao (Cedar);
Madame Annie DeRegis practices French vocabulary with Emily Vilburn and Stella Urbanski
(Cedar); a Great Books discussion is facilitated by Lisa Lucas, with Danny George, Ben Chiodi, Nehemiah Chao, Ronan Kenny, Sarah Phillips, and Lauren Fratostitanu (Evergreen and Cedar); Denise
Weinberger’s Lower Elementary art students Evi Zubetia and Siri Brubaker (Evergreen) create still life
paintings. Not included are Art (Kathy Barry), Music and Theatre (Pat Getz, Kathy Barry, and Julie
Sherbeck), Library (Holly Hart), Fitness (Chantelle VanWormer and Dylan Kinsella), and Land Laboratory (Brittany St. Laurent, Dylan Kinsella, Allie Stiles, and Chantelle VanWormer).
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The Class of 2011 is...
Graduating High School !

Montessori

Our Annual Fund chairs this year are the Class of 2011. They are graduating from high school this year, and we want to
share their accomplishments and interests with you!
Maja Cannavo was named Best Scholar of Manlius Pebble Hill School (MPH) last year, with the highest GPA in her
junior class. She is a member of the National Honor Society and co-captain of MPH’s Mastermind Team, which offers a
combination of brainstorming, education, peer accountability and support in a group setting to sharpen business and personal skills. Maja also received awards in French and mathematics. She was named to the All-League Soccer Team and
runs track in the spring. Musically, Maja is a pianist for the City of Syracuse Stan Colella All Star Band, a member of
the pit band for MPH musicals, including Cabaret, and plays flute in the MPH band. Maja belongs to a teen volunteer
group at May Memorial Unitarian Church. She plans to major in mathematics and economics in college.
Robert Dotterer attends Jamesville-Dewitt (JD) High School, where he is a member of Mu Alpha Theta, a mathematics
honor society. A recipient of the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) computing award, Robert took three Advanced
Placement courses in addition to a university-level English class. He volunteers at the People in Action Center, a nonprofit that addresses the challenges of ESL children and adults. Robert has been a competitive tennis player much of his
life, and was one of nine Section Three Tennis League All-Star players in New York State, along with another MSS
graduate, Peter Hatton (’15). The two tennis stars participated in the New York State Public High School Athletic Association tournament, where Dotterer and Hatton were given the number seven seed. Robert plans to major in applied
mathematics and economics in college, where he will continue to compete in tennis.

The Class of 2011 in
their Sixth Grade
graduation photo,
left to right: Max Witter, Max Ward, Tyler
Gabriel, Joseph Spoelstra, Robert Dotterer, Malachi Emmanuel, Julia Vazquez. Milan Gupta, MariYana
Van Arsdale, Jeff Gabriel, and Maja
Cannavo. Opposite
page, Class of 2011
JD Honor Society students: Julia Vazquez,
Tyler Gabriel, Jeff Gabriel, and Robert Dotterer.
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Class of 2011
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As captain of the Christian Brothers Academy (CBA) varsity soccer team, Malachi Emmanuel led the team to a league
championship last year. He is also a member of the varsity bowling team. Another of Malachi’s interests is Spanish Club,
which promotes foreign language and cultural awareness. Malachi continues to enjoy acting, singing, and dancing in the
school’s musicals, which have included White Christmas and Caroline or Change. Malachi is president of the local teen
chapter of Jack-n-Jill America, a dynamic national organization that brings together children and teens in social and cultural
relationships. Malachi plans to major in civil or mechanical engineering in college.
Jeff Gabriel has been on the JD High Honor Roll throughout high school, and is a member of the National Honor Society.
He is the co-president of JDHS chapter of Mu Alpha Theta, a mathematics honor society. Jeff served as a Junior Class Officer and has been an award-winning member of the JD Model United Nations (MUN), serving as a club officer for three
years and as Co-President his senior year. Jeff has been elected to serve as chair at many local MUN conferences. A swimmer most of his life, Jeff has competed on the JD varsity team for his four years of high school, and with three teammates
he holds the school record in the 200-m free relay. Jeff works as a lifeguard at Cavalry Country Club and is planning to
study math or chemistry in college and in the long term pursue a law degree.
Another JD Honor Roll member his entire high school career is Tyler Gabriel, who also belongs to the National Honor
Society. Tyler is a founding member and officer of the JD Investment Club, in which students participate in a virtual stock
market to test research strategies and market trends. He has been very involved in MUN since his freshman year, win-

ning awards with the organization, and is Co-President with his brother Jeff this year. Tyler is a starter on the JD
soccer team, which was 4th runner-up in New York State in 2013. He is planning to pursue science and engineering in college. Tyler has worked with an MSS parent’s company, Hehl Construction, as a construction assistant
during his summers.
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Members of the Class of
2011 on their ADK Trip in
2008. Top row, Robert
Dotterer, Dylan Collins,
Will Eimas-Dietrich, Tyler
Gabriel, Joseph Spoelstra, Maja Cannavo,
MariYana Van Arsdale,
Jeff Gabriel. Front row,
Max Ward, Malachi Emmanuel, Max Witter, Milan Gupta, and Julia
Vazquez. (Dylan Collins
and Will Eimas-Dietrich
transferred from MSS prior to graduation.)
Milan Gupta, a senior at CBA, was recently featured on WCNY’s Double Down, a high school television quiz show,
answering challenging questions on science, math, literature, and current events. During his high school years, Milan
has consistently been on the High Honor Roll, maintained a 100% average in math and science, and had perfect scores
in two of his three SATs. He is taking five Advanced Placement courses and was awarded a National AP Scholar
Scholarship by earning an average score of at least 4 on all AP exams taken. Milan participated in a community
service project at Romero Center Ministries in Camden, N.J., learning about the special challenges that face the poverty-stricken city. He plays varsity basketball and was captain of the varsity tennis team. He also participated in the
Science Olympiad, Math League, and Mastermind. He was selected to be in a television commercial for CBA. Milan
plans to study engineering, math, and science in college.
Joeseph Spoelstra is a senior at MPH and a member of the National Honor Society. Both Joseph and fellow MPH
student Maja Cannavo perform all over Syracuse with the City of Syracuse Stan Colella All Star Band, a youth jazz
ensemble showcasing some of the finest high school musicians in Syracuse. Joseph also plays in the MPH pit orchestra
for their twice-yearly musicals and sings bass in the school’s varsity choir. He plays varsity basketball for the school’s
team, while taking three AP classes. Joseph plans to study sports management and performance analytics at Syracuse
University in the fall.
MariYana Williams Van Arsdale will be graduating from JD this spring, where she has been on the High Honor Roll
and a member of the National Honor Society. She is a member of the French Honor Society and treasurer of French
Club. MariYana has written for the online JD school newspaper, Rampage. She runs outdoor track and works part
time at Delta Sonic; she also volunteers at Hopeprint, an organization that empowers resettled refugees to thrive
through practicing hospitality, personalized mentorship, and community collaboration. MariYana plans to major in
communications and media and broadcast journalism in college.
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Julia Vazquez enjoys tutoring fellow JD classmates and ESL students in her community. She is a member of the National Honor Society, the Spanish Honor Society, and Mu Alpha Theta (JD’s math honor society). Julia supplemented
her Spanish coursework by travel in Spain during the summers with her sister, Maria (’10). With an academic grade average of 98%, she is taking two Advanced Placement classes this fall. In addition to her academic work, Julia has spent
many years on the ice with a synchronized skating team. She competed nationally and won many awards, including being a member of one of the top two teams on the east coast. Julia has a great love for biology and chemistry and hopes
eventually to work in a research laboratory setting seeking a treatment for Alzheimer's patients.
MPH senior Max Ward has a very wide range of interests. He belongs to the school’s Zen Club, Dungeons and Dragons
Club, and Historical Movie Club. Last year he was the recipient of an RIT Scholarship, awarded by Rochester Institute
of Technology to students who demonstrate exceptional academic performance in high school. Max is active in Hung
Ga, a form of Kung Fu. He plays tennis on the MPH boys tennis team and has enjoyed performing in musicals there as
well. He looks forward to majoring in game design in college.
Max Witter and his family moved to Sarasota, Florida, soon after graduating from MSS, and there he enrolled in the
city’s Pine View School for the intellectually gifted, named the number one ranked school in Florida. Max’s passion is
sailing, and he participates in many competitive regattas in Venice Beach and other venues near Sarasota. He was recently voted by his classmates as “Most Adventurous.” In addition to sailing, Max enjoys cooking, playing ukulele, and
working part time at McDonalds. Max plans to study marine engineering or marine biology in college.

Pictured here at
a Reunion party
hosted by the
Vazquez family
in the fall of
2016, left to right,
back row, Max,
Ward, Joseph
Spoelstra, Milan
Gupta, Max Witter (there in spirit
from Florida),
Jeff Gabriel, Tyler Gabriel, Malachi Emmanuel,
Robert Dotterer;
bottom row, Maja Cannavo,
Julia Vazquez,
and MariYana
Van Arsdale.
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MSS Student News
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Willow student Kaelem Michel recently performed at the
Carrie Lazarus Fund for Extraordinary Talent event called
Extraordinary Live! at the Oncenter Crouse Hinds Theater. The event highlighted seven young people from the
Syracuse area selected by the Carrie Lazarus organization
for their talent, financial need, and character, and included
vocalists, dancers, and instrumentalists. At 11 years old,
Kaelem was the youngest performer ever to be chosen for
the Extraordinary Live! Kaelem played Witches’ Dance,
Op. 17, No. 2 by Edward McDowell and Grand Valse
Brillante in E-Flat Major, Op. 18 by Frederic Chopin.
Kaelem has been studying piano and composing since
April 2014 and working with Syracuse pianist/teacher
Patricia DeAngelis since January 2015. In 2016 he won first place in the CNY Association of Music Teachers’
Advanced Piano Competitions, Junior Division. This past summer he was awarded a full scholarship to the
Eastman School of Music Camp on Keuka Lake. This fall he was honored with multiple awards at the Nazareth College Piano Competition and the Music Teachers National Association Competition, NY State division.
“Kaelem Michel is an unusually gifted young man in both classical piano and composition, his talent developing so quickly in only two years. He began with Suzuki Books I & II, Twinkle Twinkle variations, and
is now excelling in his interpretation of very difficult
classical piano works. Kaelem is not only a gifted
pianist but also a very self-disciplined young man
who pursues excellence in every area of his life,”
stated his MSS music teacher, Mrs. Getz.

Window is published by the Montessori School
of Syracuse five times per year unless otherwise noted. Contributors to this edition are
Bob Gates, Tammy Panipinto, Chantelle VanWormer, and Mary Lawyer O’Connor. Editing
is provided by Kathleen Parrish and Kelly
Dunn. Comments, questions, and submissions
are welcomed by Mary Lawyer O’Connor at
msshead@gmail.com.
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Preventing
conflicts is the
work of politics;
establishing
peace is the
work of
education. We
must convince
the world of the
need for a
universal,
collective effort
to build the
foundation for
peace.

Celebrating
Traditions of Peace
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Many MSS families shared their festivals of light
and traditions of peace this year, including,
clockwise from above left, Katelin and Charlotte
Thurber (Oak) brought the Bahá’í tradition of Ayyam-i-Há; Hanukkah was shared by Mazie and Max
Neville (Willow and Cedar); Elena and Anna Chiodi spoke about Advent with assistance from
Christina Wojtowycz and Willow teacher Josh Jessen (Willow and Cedar); Ananya and Ishaan Deshmane (Evergreen and Maple) and their father, Prashant Deshmane, lit an oil lamp for Diwali.
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Those AMAZING Montessori
Math Materials!
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Our math curriculum is one of the better–known areas
of a Montessori education, with good reason. Many
adults we encounter say, “If only I’d learned math this
way, it would have made more sense to me.” You
can see the concrete representations of math concepts with these beautiful materials that follow our students through their entire Montessori education! In
December, we were able to find examples of different math materials being used in our classrooms.
1. Learning the names of numbers with the tactile
Sandpaper Numbers—Oak student Charlotte Thurber.
2. Constructive Triangles are used to demonstrate that
all plane geometric figures can be constructed from
triangles—Tamsin Thomas in Maple Cottage.
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3. Bead Chains (color-coded bead chains, squares,
and cubes) teach children to skip-count and to count
the squares and cubes of numbers 1-1000— Pine Cottage student Jesse Carpenter.
4. Teens (11-19) and Tens (decades, counting 1-99)
Boards (Seguin Boards), used to match quantities with
symbols—Maya Schmidt in Birch Cottage.
5. The Checkerboard is used for teaching multiplication and division—Coralee Donnelly-Heg in Cedar.
6. Test Tube Division (Racks and Tubes) allow the development of more abstract understanding of long
division—Danny George in Evergreen .
7. The Golden Beads introduce children to the decimal system. They are made up of golden bead materials representing 1s, 10s, 100s, and 1000s that can be
used to learn math operations with exchanging—Pine
students Aiden Post, Nellie Hehl, and Mata Mariko lay
out the beads in order, with their associated symbols.
8. Abstraction involves performing basic operations
abstractly (on paper)—In Willow classroom, Katie Niederhoff completes her math work.
9. (next page) The Stamp Game has symbolic counters, or stamps, that the student uses to solve math
problems—Lucy Ko in Maple Cottage.
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10. (next page) The 100 Board challenges young students to lay out numerals in sequence from 1-100—In
Maple Cottage, Juliet DePaulis and Madilyn Ellis.
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